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Law of Attraction Basics
The Law of Attraction is a Universal Law based on energy that tells us that like attracts like. When it
comes to relationships, especially in the workplace, you have experiences that are in alignment with
the energetic vibration that you emit.
Our Universe is comprised of energy. Your desk is energy, your computer is energy and you are
energy, all of which vibrate at different rates thus
producing different tangible results. Likewise, your
feelings, emotions and core beliefs are all energy and
emit a vibration. From that vibration, you attract people,
situations and objects that are a match to your vibration.
If you have a low vibration you will attract in things that
you do not want; if you have a high vibration, you will
attract in things that you want.

"If you have a
low vibration
you will attract
in things that
you do not want;
if you have a
high vibration,
you will attract
in things that
you want."

The Law of Attraction also tells us that you are treated
the way you teach others to treat you. If you see things in
people that you do not like and you focus on it, then you
will experience low-emotions such as criticism,
judgment, blame, anger, anxiety, and disappointment.
Those emotions then become a part of your energetic
vibration that you send out. That energetic vibration
teaches people how to interact with you.

Workplace Relationships

If you have experienced difficulties with people in the
workplace (or with family or personal relations), people
will appear to you based on your beliefs and expectations
for them. If you believe that someone will be disrespectful (whether based on past experiences or
not), then you will see disrespectful behavior in them. If you believe that someone will not be honest,
they you will see dishonest behavior in them. But if you believe that someone is good, hard-working,
honest, and you give them respect, then the Universe will match those beliefs so that you see those
traits in that person. Where you put your focus is where your energy goes; and where your energy
goes is what comes back to you. So if you focus on things that upset you, then you will attract and
see more of what upsets you.
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The Workplace is What you Make It

In the workplace, we commingle with
people who we may or may not choose to
interact with on a personal basis. Putting a
diverse group of people together in a
work space can create behavior in us that
we dislike; behavior that makes it difficult
for some people to come to work each
day. When we judge and criticize things
about other people, it is really an
indication of what we feel about
ourselves. Anything we see in someone
else is a reflection of some aspect of
ourselves, and this is why it bothers us.
This is why one person can be annoyed
by a person’s behavior, and another
person who witnesses the same behavior
is not annoyed. The person who is
annoyed is revealing a part of themselves
that resonates with the annoying behavior
that they condemn in themselves.
We cannot control other people, but we
can control our reactions and how we
relate to others. The principal of do unto
others really does have validity. With our
thoughts, feelings and actions, we can
instantly change how we relate to people
and that, in turn, will change how people
relate to us. If you focus on what people
are doing wrong, then your relationship
with them will be experienced in that
way. As Dr. Wayne Dyer says in The
Power of Intentions, “As much as you’re
inclined to blame them for your
annoyance, it’s yours, and it’s coming
from your thoughts. If you make a
decision to put your inner attention, your
life energy, on something quite different,
your relationship will change.”

Changing Your Vibration Will
Change Your Work Experience
So how do you change your relationships
with others? Start by becoming authentic
and peaceful within yourself and that will
resonate outwardly and create authentic
and peaceful relationships. Being
authentic means being who you really
are. People are not authentically mean,
disrespectful, annoying or dishonest;
these behaviors are brought out in us
because we are matching someone else’s
low-energy behavior. If you encounter
someone with low energy (being
disrespectful, mean, dishonest, or
behaving in an annoying manner), do not
match that energy with I disrespect you
for being disrespectful to me; instead,
behave towards the person as you want
them to behave towards you. It will
immediately disarm low energy when you
react with high energy (energy filled with
peace, authentication, and acceptance). It
is difficult to behave disrespectfully and
cruelly towards someone who is radiating
peace and joy.

Helpful Steps
Here are some additional steps to follow
to create more joyful relationships at
work:
1.
Write down your intentions and
affirmations for all of your relationships
(work, family, personal). For example, I
will experience all people with joy, peace
and acceptance and will receive the same
in return.
2.
Intend and treat others the way
you want them to treat you. If someone is
judgmental, critical or annoying to you,
they are angry at themselves and not at
peace. So wish them peace and this will
change your energy towards them.
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3.
Act the way you want others
to act. If you want others to act with
peace, respect, honesty, etc., you need
to fill yourself with those feelings
first.
4.
Monitor your inner dialogue. If
you focus on disturbing aspects of others
or repeat difficult conversations in your
mind over and over again, you are
attracting more of those situations
towards you. Decide to let those thoughts
go and only fill your mind with thoughts
of gratitude.
5.
Do not hold grudges and,
instead, practice forgiveness. Even if
someone has treated you poorly in the
past, forgive them and change your
energy towards them. If you treat
someone with contempt, they will
continue to show you contempt.
6.
Surround your workplace with
items that make you feel good and
express who you are. These could be
photos, gifts or trinkets, music, crystals,
and your own unique desk supplies.

Conclusion
Relationships are created by energy, and
if you change the energy that you radiate
towards others to higher energy, then
higher energy will be returned to you.
No one can make you upset without your
approval, and you can change your
relationships and how you relate to your
world simply based on changing your
thoughts.

If you mention this article, you
will receive 50% off your first
coaching session.

All my best,
Allie

